POLOWENE
ON HOLDING COMPETITIONS IN SPORTS DRIVING
INTERNATIONAL CYNOLOGICAL UNION ( WKU)

Drajleng.
I. participation in the race
By the decision of the Organizer, competitions can be held in the following categories:
1.1 Kanikross;
1.2 Bajkdžoring - 1 dog;
1.3 Scooter 1 and 2 dogs;
1.4 Maps 4-, 6-, and 8 dogs;
1.5 Relay in kanikrosse and/or bajkdžoringe.
2. After the first and each subsequent stage racer can reduce the size of the
his team (within minimum set for the respective class).
3. the race Marshal may reduce the size of any team, if it considers it
too big for the rider.
4. any dog, participated in one of the disciplines, drajlenda has no right in the
same day to participate in another discipline, except kanikrossa.

II. Kanikross
Team in kanikrosse consists of an athlete running with a dog.
At the discretion of the Organizer, competitions can be held in the following classes:
1. Male and female Juniors junior classes for participants from 14 years to 18 inclusive.
2. Male adult and female adult classes for participants from 19 to 39 years
3. Men's veteran and women's veteran classes for participants from 40 years and older.
4. In the same contest participant shall not have the right to run in the classroom

adults and veterans.
5. Relay competitions of men's and women's teams at the age of 16 years and
older.
6. Possible holding baby starts with younger participants
in all competitions, in addition to the Championships.
Outfit.
2.1 the dog must be constantly pristëgnuta to potâgom with rider
shock absorber. Potyag passes must be attached to the belt or a rider
any other equipment by type straps (width not less than 7 cm. on
the back). Prohibited the existence of any form of hook or metal ring
at the end of potâga by the rider. Length potâga with shock absorber in
the stretched position should not be less than 2 metres and not more than 3 metres.

3. the rules of start, finish and passage road
3.1 Before the starting signal, the participant and the dog should be for your homepage
line.
3.2 Racer should not set the pace the dog, moving ahead, or any
other ways to compel her to run.
3.3 it is strictly prohibited to haul the dog or any other means
forcing the dog to move forward.
3.4 If the dog refuses or is unable to move forward, racer
removed from the distance at this stage.
3.5 during the overtaking obgonâemaâ team is responsible for providing the opportunity to
passage obgonâûŝej command. On the Track! "
party and the dog must pull to one side of the road and slow
speed.
3.6 when the mass start all riders must wait for one class
the signal to start, keeping their dogs for collars or harnesses. In the case of
a large number of participants must be created on adequate
the number of lines. Pre-spaced (sown) participants

If any, should stand in the first lines ahead of the rest.

Iii. Bajkdžoring
1. Bajkdžoring with one dog.
Team in bajkdžoringe consists of riders on the bike and one dog.
By the decision of the Organizer, competitions can be held in the following classes:
1.1 Class male and female U18 junior
bajkdžoringa. Age from 14 years to 18 inclusive.
1.2 Class adult men and female adult
bajkdžoringa for participants from 19 to 39 years
1.3 Class male and female veteran veteran
bajkdžoringa for participants from 40 years of age or older.
In the same contest participant shall not have the right to participate in and
in a class of adults and veterans.
1.4 in all competitions except Championships, can be arranged
classes for children. Recommended age-with 11 years.
Outfit.
2.1 the dog must be fastened to the bike or rider with potâgom
shock absorber whose length in a stretched position is not less than
2.5 metres and not more than 3 metres from a bicycle to a dog. If potyag passes
Attached to the driver, it must be fastened by a belt (width not
7 cm. on the back). The existence of a prohibited metal hook any form
hook or ring at the end of potâga by the rider.
2.2 Bike should be equipped with efficient brakes on both
wheels.
2.3. all riders must wear a helmet approved by the national registry
tests. It is recommended to use gloves.
2.4 Studded tires on the bike is prohibited.

3 rules of start, finish and passing routes.

3.1 starting point command in the bajkdžoringe is determined by the front wheel
the bike, which should not cross the starting line before the filing
the signal to start.
3.2 Racer should not set the pace, moving ahead of the dogs.
3.3 it is strictly prohibited to haul the dog or any other means
forcing the dog to move forward.
3.4 If the dog refuses or is unable to move forward, racer
removed from the distance at this stage.
3.5 during the overtaking obgonâemaâ team is responsible for providing the opportunity to
passage obgonâûŝej command. On the Track! "
obgonâemye party and the dog must pull to one side of the road and
stop speeding.

Iv. Scooter
By the decision of the Organizer, competitions can be held in the following classes:
1.1. Scooter-1 dog, junior class for participants from 16 to 18 years
inclusive. Team in the discipline-Scooter 1 dog consists of driver 2-piece paddle mounted type Scooter, towed one
dog.
1.2 in the discipline-Scooter 1 dog can be allocated separately classes
men and women (ages 19 to 39let) if in each class is typed
a sufficient number of participants.
1.3 scooter 2 dog for participants from 19 years of age and older
1.4 Team by scooter-dog 2 consists of the racer 2-piece paddle vehicle
movement type Scooter, towed by one or two dogs.
1.5 you may use bikes with pedal blocked
mechanism or the lack thereof.
1.6 class Scooter-2 dogs are allowed for light trëhkolësnye card.
1.1 in all competitions except Championships, can be arranged
classes for children. The recommended age is 11 years, with the maximum
the number of dogs-1.
Outfit.

2.1 the dog should be attached to potâgom of antique scooters has with shock absorber, lenght
which in a stretched position is not less than 2.5 metres and not more than 3
meters from a scooter to a dog.
2.2 classrooms with two dogs should be used neck traces
(šejniki).
2.3 Scooter shall be fitted with efficient brakes on both
wheels.
2.4 minimum diameter of wheels must be 30 cm (12 inches).
2.5. all riders must wear a helmet approved by the national registry
tests. It is recommended to use gloves.
2.6 Prohibited the use of studded rubber on the scooter.
The rules of start, finish and passage road
3.1. The starting point in disciplines with a scooter is defined at the front.
wheel Scooter that should be behind the starting line before the filing
the starting signal.
3.2 Racer must go on a scooter behind dogs.
3.3 If the dog refuses or is unable to move forward, racer
removed from the distance at this stage.
3.4 during the overtaking obgonâemaâ team is responsible for providing the opportunity to
passage obgonâûŝej command. On the Track! "
participant and dog are obliged to pull to one side of the road and slow
speed.

V. Maps
By the decision of the Organizer, competitions can be held in the following classes:
1. Cards-4 dogs-the team should consist of no more than 4-x and
less than 3-piece dogs for participants from 19 years of age.
2. Cards-6 dogs-the team must be composed of no more than 6 and not less than
than 4-h dog for participants from 19 years of age.

3. Cards-8 dogs-the team must be composed of no more than 8 and not less than
than 5 dogs for participants from 19 years of age.
Outfit.
1. all dogs must be harnessed in pairs or singly.
2. all dogs must be wear to potâgu, which should be
nonrigid and flexible, cervical and caudal postromkami except
dogs-leaders (first pair) that can run without neck traces.

All cards must be:
3. effective brake on the rear wheels. Preferably the existence
brakes and the front wheels.
4. Hand brake with a locking function.
5. A sufficient number of chains or ropes to leash
abandoned dogs in special paragraphs.
6. all riders must wear a helmet approved by the national
registry tests. It is recommended to use gloves.
7. prohibited the use of studded rubber on the map.
8. Recommended minimum weight for karts:
P 4sobakami-25 kg.
For a class with 6 dogs-35 kg.
For a class with 8 dogs-45 kg.
Regardless of weight, the card should be good and safe
designed to be sturdy enough for a designated number of
dogs, resistant and must guarantee the safety of dogs and riders.

The rules of start, finish and passing routes.
1. The starting point in disciplines with cart is defined by the front wheel
(track) map, which should be behind the starting line before the filing
the starting signal.
2. drag racer can optionally go to the map, start kicking or running.

3. the Rider does not have to set the pace, moving ahead of the dogs, or any
other ways of forcing the dogs to move forward.
4. Paragraphs overexposure abandoned dogs shall be located as
minimum of every 3 km and can be combined with conventional control
paragraphs. They shall be fitted with a steak-out and water. Dogs,
left on these points, it is forbidden to engage in further stages.
If a dog loses the ability to or refuses to move forward, and
possibility to leave the dog is absent, the racer is removed from a distance on
this stage. For security purposes, transportation of dogs on the map
categorically prohibited in all classes.
5. During overtaking, obgonâemaâ team is responsible for providing the opportunity to
passage obgonâûŝej command. On the Track! "
party and team are required to pull to one side of the road and slow
speed. On the command "stop!", obgonâemaâ team is obliged to stay.

